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Forbes Hospitality

EXQUISITE VENUES.
UNIQUE OCCASIONS.
From the minute you step into one of our venues, there is a
palpable sensation of excitement, history, and sophistication.
Our mission is to ensure that each occasion and happening we
host is a singular experience that you, and your guests,
won’t soon forget.
We invite you to explore the Forbes Hospitality family
of exceptional wedding and private events venues.
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AN OVERVIEW
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AMENITIES
& OFFERINGS
THE FORBES EXPERIENCE

With each event we host, Forbes Hospitality brings
over 30 years of hospitality experience and expertise.
We pride ourselves on being not only a full-service
hospitality solution but a collaborative partner capable
of realizing your vision and ensuring that your occasion
is unlike any other.

FOOD & DRINK
Outstanding food and beverage is at the heart of what
we do. Our chefs and catering team will treat you and
your guests to a one-of-a-kind experience, from savory
gourmet entrees and hors d’oeuvres, to world-class
desserts and pastries.
We offer a diverse array of options and packages to suit
every taste, lifestyle, and event, with complete bar and
beverage services to match. Visit our website today to
explore everything Forbes has to offer.
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FORBES HOSPITALITY
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The FORBES Venues

The historic Gem Theatre, centrally located
on Madison Street, is one of Detroit’s most
beautiful and dramatic locations for weddings,
presentations, and special events.

The Colony Club, located at the corner of
Montcalm and Park Ave., is a historic and
impeccable event space for weddings and
private events in Detroit.

MUCH MORE
THAN A VENUE.
AN EXPERIENCE.
Forbes Hospitality invites you to explore its family of exceptional
wedding and private event venues in the heart of Detroit.
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FORBES HOSPITALITY

Elwood is an icon of the Detroit tavern scene.
Recently restored, the Elwood’s singular Art
Moderne design creates a distinctive and lively
atmosphere for your event.
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From awards presentations and corporate events to
rehearsal dinners and cocktail parties, our extensive
services and iconic venues make a one-of-a-kind impact.

WEDDINGS

PRIVATE EVENTS

Experience complete, turn-key wedding services paired
with our iconic, Detroit venues. From outstanding catering
and bar service, to full-service rentals and event planning.
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THE FORBES EXPERIENCE

A LOOK
INSIDE
Here is just a peek at what we can offer
your occasion, from truly distinctive
Detroit venues and spaces to the
fantastic amenities, cuisine, and service.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP CENTER:
The Grand Ballroom - Colony Club,
Miniature Desserts, The Grand Ballroom
- Colony Club, Poached Pear Salad, Gem
Theatre, Main Entrees, Elwood Bar & Grill
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